[Use of x-ray computed tomographic data for the concept of a custom-made hip prosthesis. Exploratory approach].
A custom-made hip prosthesis has to allow to improve the arthroplasty's longevity. In a Computer Aid program Conception (CAD) of such an implant, it becomes necessary to control the accuracy of the 3-D data given by CT Scans. The method employed is based on the comparison between 3-D data given by CT Scans and by photogrammetry. The study was made with a human pelvis including femoral head, without soft tissues. The CT Scans data have been given by automatic extraction of osseous outlines on two hundreds sections (1.5 mm thickness). The photogrammetry data have required five stereocouples for the whole pelvis and four stereocouples for the hip joint (femoral head and cotyle). There nine stereocouples have provided 37,213 points of reference. The comparison between the two sorts of informations shows that the error made in CT Scans acquisition was varying between 0.65 and 1.60 mm. This error is smaller when the outlines are simple, like the femoral diaphyse. The error decreases if we reduce the field size of CT Scan acquisition. These results confirm literature data. But this study has allowed to demonstrate validity of 3-D CT reconstruction. Scanography looks like the best present way of data acquisition. The dimensional précision is sufficient to define the endo-osseous outline, but it must be preserved at the moment of the extraction of this outline. Therefore this extractive can't be manual and must be made directly with processing data given by scanography.